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Trends over time in proportion of first authors by gender. Credit: Krstacic et al.,
2022, PLOS ONE, CC-BY 4.0 (creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)

A novel study that surveyed more than 1,000 author citations in the top
three peer-reviewed international medical journals showed a significant
disparity regarding women and men faculty and authorship. Led by A.
Laurie Shroyer, Ph.D., and faculty colleagues at the Renaissance School
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of Medicine at Stony Brook University, the study calculated authored
papers that spanned 18 years (2002–19) in The New England Journal of
Medicine (NEJM), the Journal of the American Medical Association
(JAMA), and The Lancet. The findings are published in PLOS ONE.

In December 2017, The Lancet editors called for gender inequality
investigations within medicine and publishing. As senior authors on the
paper, Dr. Shroyer, Professor of Surgery and Vice Chair of Research,
and Henry J. Tannous, MD, Co-Director of the Stony Brook University
Heart Institute, and Chief of the Division of Cardiothoracic surgery,
devised the method to evaluate any gender disparities regarding
authorship.

Using Medline, they randomly sampled 1,080 author citations in papers.
Significant author-based and publications-based characteristic were
extracted. Gender assignment used internet-based biographies, pronouns,
first names and photographs. Adjusting for author-specific characteristic
and multiple publications per author, the estimated equations tested for
first, second, and last significant author disparities.

Based on the survey, they found a "gender disparity chasm," as they
recorded a first author woman's publication overall rate in these journals
was lower (26.8 percent) than the rate of U.S. full-time women medical
faculty (37.2 percent). Additionally, in second and last author roles,
women were similarly underrepresented by way of national medical
faculty rates.

Women first authors also had lower Web of Science (a measure of
author impact) counts and collaborating author counts. Women faculty
also less commonly published work related to clinical trials and
cardiovascular-related projects.

"Considering the advances women have made contributing to science
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and medicine in recent decades, these results show a clear indication of a
gap between men and women authorship, another aspect to the glass
ceiling in medicine," says Dr. Shroyer.

As a domino effect, women first authors also had lower subsequent top
medical research publication rates compared to men.

The researchers identified "gender alignment" as when a publication's
first and last authors were documented as being the same gender.
Although first-to-last author relationship does not automatically define a
mentor relationship between those two co-authors, working together on a
publication provides an inherent opportunity to foster a mentor-mentee
relationship.

They found that with first/last authors same gender, higher multiple
publication rates resulted, thus author alignment may hold promise as a
strategy to mitigate gender inequalities.

"First/last author woman-to woman collaborations appear to hold
promise to mitigate the tremendous women authorship gender disparities
that are documented," says Dr. Shroyer. "Thus, our ongoing research
projects are evaluating this novel concept of author 'gender alignment'
more closely," adds Dr. Shroyer.

  More information: John E. Krstacic et al, Academic medicine's glass
ceiling: Author's gender in top three medical research journals impacts
probability of future publication success, PLOS ONE (2022). DOI:
10.1371/journal.pone.0261209
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